
BRIEFING DOCUMENT ON KTC SITUATION
THE HISTORY

In July 1987 the UDF REC approached the Western Cape Civic
Association (WCCA after we had been informed that there was
great tension in the KTC area between the Masincedane Committee
in New KTC and the UDF affiliates in the Old KTC area, especially
around the SteeringCommittee that had been set up by the WCCA .
Initially the WCCA denied that there were any problems and did
not feel that it was even necessary to discuss the issue with the
REC .
After more pressure the WCCA proposed (at the end of August) that
CAYCO (KTC) would be asked to mediate between the two groups .
The proposed meetings never took place because the Masincedane
C ommittee did not regard CAYCO as a neutral party .
Eventually in mid-September the REC met with WCCA again and it
was agreed that Joint Forums should he held between all the
affected parties to discuss the issues . This proposal was
subsequently ratified at a GC .
Between September and November 1987 a series of Joint Forums were
held, attended by a wide range of organisations, including the
UDF, COSATU, WPCC, WCCA, UWCO, CAYCO, the Masincedane Committee,
the Western Cape Hostel Dwellers Association and squatter
committees from Portland Cement (Toise), Nyanga Extension
(Yamile) and Miller's Camp (Siphika) .
Some progress was made in these forums and a joint mass fieeting
was organised in KTC to discuss the problems . The meeting was
not successful, however, and soon afterwards about 7 people were
killed in a number of incidents early in November . They included
3 executive members of the Steering Committee .
Although a number of Forums were called in an attempt to get the
two parties to discuss the violence, they all failed because one
or both groups did not attend . The Forums eventually broke down
at the end of November . Although the Forums were a failure, they
did achieve at least limited success in that the incidents did
not escalate into full-scale fighting .
Late in November the REC discussed this situation with the WCCA
and it was agreed that UDF, COSATU and WPCC should meet the two
groups separately and try to persuade them to resume the talks .
This proposal was ratified at a GC early in December .
A meeting was held with the WCCA and subsequently with
Masincedane Committee . The latter meeting was not completed and
was adjourned over the festive season . For a variety of reasons
it had not yet resumed when renewed violence broke out .
In late January one of the senior Masincedane committee members
was murdered and this lead to renewed violence . Subsequently
many houses in Old KTC were burnt down and the rest have been
demolished by the residents . Many of the residents moved to
empty land across the road, now called Tambo Square .



THE LATEST PEACE INITIATIVE
Early in February the UDF, COSATU and churches were mandated by a
UDF GC and COSATU shopstewards council to set up a Mediating
Committee (MC to try to resolve the conflict at KTC . The MC
consisted of 3 reps from each of the organisations and was headed
by Bishop Tutu and Dr Boesak . The brief of the MC was to start a
peace process which would end the violence and create the
conditions for the conflict to be resolved .
The MC decided that it was very important that a Monitoring
Committee should be set up who would be physically present at the
scene most of the day . There were two purposes : first it would
enable the MC to find out facts for itself about the situation .
This was very important as we often received radically different
versions from the two sides about any particular incident .
Second, the committee would intervene in the situation to try to
prevent clashes between the two sides . This mostly involved
talking to groups to defuse tense situations . We approached two
comrades recently released from Robben Island, Lumko Huna and
Patrick Matanjana, to head the Monitoring Committee .
Although the work of the two committees is clearly defined, in
practice there was a lot of overlap and at this stage the two
committees function as one .
ANC STATEMENT
Within a few days of the renewed hostilities in KTC, the ANC
issued a strong statement (attached) stating clearly that such
fighting oan never be in the increst of ur people . i t called
in particular on the youth to take the lead in "ensuring that
hostilities . . . cease at once ."
The seriousness with which the ANC regarded the violence at KTC
is clear . It actually felt that it was necessary to make a
direct call on all progressive organisations to become involved
in the efforts to stop the violence and "to bring about
conditions where the differences between our people can be
resolved peacefully" .
It went so far as to say that this should be the "primary task"
of progressive organisations .
THE POSITION OF OUR NATIONAL ORGANISATIONS
Early in February comrade Albertina Sisulu, national President of
the UDF, came to Cape Town to participate in the peace talks .
She stressed strongly the need to end the violence and for
organisations to be directly involved in the peace process .
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was shocked at how little had. been done to avert th
violence . She met with UWCO and women from Masincedane and
stressed the importance of women from both sides meeting
together . Unfortunately in her absence UWCO has been unable to
organise such a meeting .
Comrades from the SAYCO NEC also came to Cape Town for an
extended period late in February and stressed the above
positions . After much discussion with CAYCO, the township region
was persuaded to engage in political work with the youth on both
sides, although this decision still has to be implemented .



The COSATU NEC also appealed for peace talks in KTC and sent its
national president, vice-president and general secretary to KTC
for an assesment of the situation .
When comrade Govan Mbeki was in Cape Town he also spoke to
members of both committees and urged them to enter into direct
peace talks to end the violence and resolve their differences .
STATE STRATEGY AND OUR RESPONSE

Throughout its involvement in the KTC situation, the REC has been
guided by an understanding of our NDS and an assesment of state
strategy . Most of these points are raised in the attached
workshop report and will not be repeated here .
Briefly, we feel that the Masincedane group is part of the
people's camp, and that whatever differences there may exist
between them and our organisations are non-antagonistic and
should be resolved in a comradely way .
This is not to say that there are no political differences . Many
of the residents of New KTC have only recently come from the
rural areas and still hold traditional and often conservative
views . But the task of our National Democratic Struggle is
precisely to win such people over to our struggle and not to
drive them into the hands of the enemy .
This understanding is clearly shared by our national
organisations which is why they have all strongly supported the
peace talks .
THE INVOLVEMENT OF UDF'S AFFECTED TOWNSHIP ORGANISATIONS
The UDF's township organisations who are affected by the
situation in KTC, on the other hand, have expressed reservations
about the peace process .
Shortly before the MC was set up, the REC met with the affected
organisations, namely WCCA, UWCO and CAYCO (townships) . They
rejected any peace talks and also the REC's proposal that REC
should continue attempts to stop the violence . The church
delegation under Dr Boesak was not allowed to put forward the
proposal for a peace process . Eventually a delegation was sent
to convey the mandate of the meeting to the church delegation .
Subsequently CAYCO held a GC where it declared itself in favour
of a peace process, and both UWCO and WCCA decided that they
would not oppose peace talks as long as they did not have to
participate in them .
The MC was then set up and met with the affected organisations
where this position was reiterated .
The MC felt, however, that the participation of the affected
organisations was vital to the peace process . After some
discussion UWCO and CAYCO agreed to assist with the monitoring,
but the WCCA reported at a recent meeting that it has not yet
discussed the issue and it has done little to assist the MC in
its work .
THE CRIMINAL ELEMENT

One of the great obstacles to peace in KTC has been the existence
of a thug element on Tambo Square who call themselves comrades .
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Some of them have even been part of our organisations in the
past . They have continued to attack the ordinary residents of
New KTC and even innocent passersby who happened to walk through
the Masincedane area .
This criminal element wants to continue with the violence for
their own ends . They are destroying the peace that we are trying
to build in KTC . In this way they are sabotaging the work of our
liberation movement . More than that, they are dragging the name
of our struggle through the mud .
This issue was raised at a GC so .:ne time ago and both UWCO and
CAYCO have assisted the MC in exposing and dealing with these
thugs through their work in the monitoring . Unfortunately this
problem has still not been resolved finally .
THE ISSUE OF DIRECT PEACE TALKS

Although there is now greater involvement by the affected
organisations in the peace process, there is still no direct
particiption in the peace talks . The Tambo Square committee has
also not felt able to participate in direct talks .
The only exception is the youth where both the SAYCO NEC and the
CEC of CAYCO have participated in the work of the MC and have met
with both sides . But those directly affected, namely the
township region and KTC branch have so far not been part of
direct talks with the Masincedane committee .
The Masincedane committee has indicated its willingness to meet
with the affected organisations and the Tambo Square committee .
The iiC itself feels that it gas now readied a point that it can
no longer proceed without the direct participation of the
organisations in the peace talks . The MC can only bring people
together . But it is the task of all our organisations to bring
about peace talks .
Recently the REC organised a workshop with the MC, COSATU, UWCO,
CAYCO and WCCA to address this issue (A report is attached) . The
conclusion of the workshop was that the time has come for direct
talks between the Masincedane committee and the Tambo Square
committee and the affected organisations .
This was not a mandated position from the organisations, since
some of them were poorly represented . It is clear to the REC
that this issue needs to be addressed urgently and meetings will
be called soon to discuss UDF's position on direct talks .
The purpose of this briefing is to enable affiliates to have a
proper discussion and to come with a mandated position on whether
or not the T1fT anal - ii aff l.iiates should part .ictpate .n direct
peace talks .

Lusaka, February 6
A cycle of internecine violence has taken hold in some townships in Natal and the Western Cape, We call
for urgent action to end the fighting between black conservatives and radicals which has claimed dozens
of lives in the last two months . We appeal in particular to the militant youth, the young lions whose
exemplary courage has made an outstanding contribution to the struggle in recent years, to take the lead
in ensuring that hostilities amongst our people cease at once . We accuse the South African goverment of
fomenting violence in a bid to prolong the life of its apartheid policies . It is against the regime that we must
direct our anger and our blows . It is the primary task of all democratic and liberation forces i the
townships to create the conditions in which the differences among us are resolved peacefully and without
resort to physical violence
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